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ture that archeology has prosperedlreeause it panders to a prevailing mood
of escapism?
To some degreeSall of these possilrilities may be true. But the deeper truth
is that the scientific diluensions o-f
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Current goals, methods, and structure of tho ught
approach more closely those of the natural scien
Robert McC. Aedams

archeology have grown most rapidly.
Although the prorcessis Idisorderlyand
controversial at many points profound
changes can lre discerned not only in
immediate research strategies {but also
in underlying structures oiT thought.
This is less an explosion than a revolution in the sense that it is a lrroad
shift from one paradigimto another not
unlike the shifts which Thomas S.
Kuhn (2) has naetaphorically outlined

for the history of plhysics.In any ease,
the major current changes -of3er paralleIs with many disciplines in the natArcheology, in the minds of most tory-generatedprocedulresinvolving the ural sciences. In choosing to discuss
IaymenSprobably has two aspects. One inductive fashioning oi f explanatory hy- them, I am perhaps throwing another
potheses and then riSgorous empirical slender lrridge across the void betwe-en
involves explorations in exotic landsthe hard and soft sciences or even
sun and sand, the!menace of wild tri!bes- testing.
lretween the sciences and the humaniscience
ascenthat
the
in
Now
is
the
from
treasures
of
lure
the
nzen,
East. T7heother involves the painstak- dancy, and the expansion of researeh ties. We all deplore this void; I ating excavation, restoration, and display frontiers into interstzellar space and tempt to span it because frequently we
of individual antiquities which are subatomic structure ar e proclaimed vir- may overestimate its breadth and imthought to be the primary focus of tually as national gl;oals archeology portance.
A brief description of the earlier
study a kind of philately of art styles nonetheless thrives as never before.
or materi-al olbjects abstracted from Paperback books, pop lularartic]es, an/d stages in the matiurationof archeology
their cultural surroundings and hand- news mec la communLicateeven quite as a diseipline may help to clarify the
somely illustrated on quarto volume specialized or rather doulrtful findings issues in dispute at the present turni-ng
of archeological rese;arch to an ever point. As the field emerged one conplates or placed in museum cases.
puiblic;the numllrerof recognized cern was the confirmation of its basie
larger
At first glance, neither of these
of the s,uilrjectclimlrs at stratigraphic assumptions. Exploration
practitioners
do
to
images of archeoLogyhas much
with prev-ailing concepts of scientific every professional n eeting; and the in its own right was equally inaporresearch as they are usually formulated scale and diversity of archeoloaical tant, at least until the maps of empty
witih especial reference to the nat;ural undertakings mounts steadily. In a re- continents lreganto fill with archeologisciences. Instead, both seem to stress cent articlethe directo rof the University cal discoveries. Some geographieal
Museum in Philadelphia (one of the out- voids still remain, but the once coma subjective quality of scholarshipbeginirlingwith the inexplicable act of standing institutions in the field) speaks manding appeal of exploration has
discovery beneath the -sand and then of ';the archeology exXlosion" (1). Why cumulatively been redueed to a secproceeding almost mystically from is this? Is the growth azfthe field a mere ondary level. The last lost civilization
physical description to intuitive recon- epiphenomenon of t}ae powerful for- was tbroughtto light in the Indus Valstruction of forgotten historical events. ward surge of researech in the nat-ural ley during the 1920's. It can reasonAny attempt to wrest meaning from sciences? Is it a consequence of inter- ably be said that no unsuspected disbrokein,unrecognizable artifacts seemsS national attempts to solve balance of covery of like magnitude awaits the
after all, to partake more of imagina- payments problems b f attracting growt spade of any future di!gger.
In addition to purely exploratory
tion than of plausibility. In fact, this is ing numbersof tourists to newly opened
almost the direct antithesis of labora- archeological monuments and muse- and method-ological eoncerns, several
ums? Worse still, is it possible that other themes edominlatedearly work.
The author is professor of anthropology and
man's increasing intserest in the un- Viewed retrospectively,the most repugdirector of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. An earlier version of this paper
earthing of his past is an outgrowth nant was an often highly competitive
was presented to the American P}lysical Society
of increasing uncertaiUntiesor7erhis fu- interest on the part of the major museon 31 January 1968.
¢
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ums in excavating or otherwise acquir- biological world, and ultinzately with
ing lbeautiful objects with a miniimutn Darwin9s classic synthesis. Of course9
of supervlsion or record keeping. SUCHLthe separation we draw retrospect;vely
activities are .rlolwprevented tby l-aw in between these two sources of ideas
as
rnost countries-the United States is may be somewhat artificial. OEL1Y
not one of them-but the two genera- scholarshi,pbecarne a specializetd vLui
versityzbased,activitySin the l,ater 19th
tiOllS 0 SO that have elapsed since the
en.d of that era. eIf Xsillaginghave not century, did the outward iForm of
erased its Inemolry irL much of the archeological reports ;n both categorles
cease to llre t;hat of a description of
urlderdevelopedworld.
Another major concern was the veriZ travels that could appeal to la wide
fication and amplification of written auclence.
With the shif.t m £ocus of activity
records that play a central role in our
cultural heritage. Schliemann's work from .private travelers arLdco:llectorss
at Troy falls intQthis category; so also to pulblic.museums,and fin.allyto uni
does the heavy concentration on ibibli- versity departments,began the biforea
cal sites irz Palestine. This objective tion of the fielld that continues todays
persists, although tempered iby increas- At least in the {Jnited States, all of
ing cautiousness in interpretation an-d prehistory land all of the aboriginal
much reduced in relative importance. New World fell within the province of
So also, mlore regrettably, Idoes'a pre- anthropology, aidiscipline in the gen
occupation with seeking origins. The eralizing, comparative tradition of the
quest lfor lorigins has contrilbutedvery social sciencese Each of the literate
little of scholarly importanlce,but con- civilizations of ffie Olld World, In dis
t;ulJesto flbeencouragedibythe Idistqortedtinction, ibecalme the province of a
values that the news media attach to more specializeds humanistic tradition
of study(in which archeological interwhatisfrst.
Thls heterogeneous assortmentiof ini- ests generally have been secondlaryto
tial objectives reRects the diversity in those of documentary historians and
modes of thought among those who, in philologists. Even thsougha few individthe latter ?art of the 19th century, oals manage to keep an uneasy foot in
called themselves archeologists. Recent each camp, the division is n,onetheless
work in the history of ideas is making deep anld genuine This makes the
us increasingly aware of the degree to task of speaking oiEthe field as a whoLe
which lnheintellectual paternity we pro- consideraiblymore difficult. S;nce most
clainl for ourselves today often has oFfthe visible ferment h;asat least orig
more ;n common with the origin myths inated iIn the domain of the ianthro
of primitive peoples recorded by pologists, one is justified in placing
anthropologists than with the actual major emphasis there.
The next Ibroadstage in the growth
roots which nourished our contempoof
archeology involveDd:
a virtual prerary academic disciplines. Nevertheless,
occupation
with
systematics.
The guidtwo partially distinct paths of developing
assumption
was
that
styles
uniment may be traced well into the past.
The first to take shape involved the formly followed a ourve of normal disrediscovery of the classical world as a tribution, changing gradually in both
complex, vialble,and aestheticallypleas- time and space, so that a plotting oiS
iIllg civilization that yet was culturally the distribution of forlmal similarities
distinct, pagan, and temporally re- in time and space would provide a reli
mote. This brought together almost alble index of eultural and histerical
from tlhe beginning the private collec- relationships. Consciously conducted,
torSthe historian of art, and the philolo- empirical tests of this assumption have
gist. The acquisition of monuments been conspicuous by their absence; it
through excavations stimulated the supplied the seemingly self-evident parS
forimation ;o£ an objective, external adigm of normal science by which
v;ow o£ entities like style and culture. alone a ?attern of order and signifi"
The other antellectual taproot of cance could be imposed on increasing
archeology led largely through the ter- masses of descriptive data. The main
rain of the natural sciences. It proba- objectives of new research ibecame the
bly began in the 18th century, with extension and progressive refinementof
the uniformitarian assertions that the chronological charts showing the sucearthSs surface should be regarded as cession and distribution of clusters of
a system of matter in motion over im- £ormal similaritiesin artifacts that were
mensely long time periods. Later this called "cultures." Except in the hands
was lilnked with speculations on nat- o£ a few vigorous theorists of :the
ural selection and evolution in the time like
Gordon Childe, interEre.

Ve

tation was generally coirled to descriptions of chlaxlgin-g
architecturaland
artifact inveintoriesat ;ndividtulalsites,
and to assessments of trade, migration,
and culture fcontaet that collld lbe deducedLfrom forlmal similarities linkin-g
diSererltsites.
With due allow.ancefor obvous regional varia!bility,this was roughly tshe
state of affairs at rthetime of the long
hlatus that the second world war induced in fieldworke In spite of the
small number of institutions actively involved there ha!d been some impressive accomplishments. Leaving aside
substantive discover.ies a numiber of
classic monographs had been published
by meticulous excavators, or soon
would be Suished on the basis of materials already in hand. Imposing standards of excavation technique and descriptive analysis had been erected, in
other words, against whiclh archeological undertakings everywhere were increasingly subiect to critical comparison. A systematic framework of tem
poral and spatial distributionshad been
at least roughed out for most areas and
in some had been highly refined. Without such a framework, the more ana
ELytic,
causally oriented approaches o.f
more recent decades never eould have
been initiated. Nevertheless, we can
best describe and evaluate present
trends in the field not as they have
built continuously upon this underlying
body of methods and assumptions but
as they have radically enlarged it and
even departed fro-mite
Of the fgreatestamportaneehas been
the elaboration of an emphasis on an
ecological iapproach. Descriptive statements on clim.ate and environment already were insclude{l in some traditionalVsite reports, but now the questions asked and the methods followed
bear little resemblance to this prototype. What is seen as crucially important for study is no longer some uniform, predeterminedset of obvious environmental features but the points
of articulation between the sutbsistence
activities of a particular hum.an group
and the wider natural and social setting
within whilch it operated. The focus
of concernSthen, is the shifting, complex set of adaptive responses whic.h
must characterize any community, ancient or modern, and which in turn
can help to explain.t;he ch.a.ngesit undergoes through time. Average annual
rain£all,for example, is an .obvious and
once frequently cited statistic which
now,is seldom regarded as important.
What counts more is the reliability of
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There are several points worthy of
its onset and periodicity during the constrained by equally effective geogrowing season, the frequency with graphical limits. Long experience in an notice here. For one, this is loy no
which it fals to meet the minimum area is almost a necessity in fashion- means to Ibe equated with the naive
needs of cultivation, or the destructive ing a valid ecological approach, and assertions of-geographical determinism
intensity of the storms in which it in the case of work overseas one must that were in wide circulation a generafalls. Factors like these are critical in add to this the need for linguistic comu tion or two ago. Cultural and environexplaining changing subsistentce pro- petence and for a wide knowledge of mental features are seen as closely inductivities and hence also many related administrativeprocedures and political teracting, rather tihanthe former being
sociocultural changing features includ- realities wlthin a host country. More- either the helpless pawn of the latter
ing patterns of settlement. As often as over, these groups also generally tend or else free to improvise within wellnot, a perceptive assessment of the set- to work within the bounds of a partic- defined limits imposed by the environting of an archeologicalsite along sucih ular £ocal problem, probably in large ment. At the same time, the stimulus
lines goes far beyond even the best part because of close operating rela- and model are quite explicitly of biologcontemporary data gathered £or other tionships with natural scentists whose ical rather than historical origin. It is
purposes, iand requires the gatheringof contributions are most appropriatefor fair to say that all schools of historical
additionaldata as a part of the archeo- those problems. Natural scientists, in thought today, including the Marxists,
£act, £orm a major component of such have moved well away from rigorously
logiicalproject itsel£.
Rainfall is only one among a very groups. However, since the core prob- deterministic tnodes of interpretation
large number of features which might lems remain those of understanding which tend to limit and distort all but
be used as an example. The trend has changes in human culture the re- the grossest, most self-evident kinds of
been toward reliance on greater and sponstibilitiesfor direction,coordination, social and cultural change. By taking
greater numbers of converging lines of synthesis, and fund raising generally its lead from ontogenetic analogies
evidence for both ancient and mod- remain with l;he archeologist.
rather than from the broad trend of
The increasing emphasis on an eco- historical studies of human grou?s, this
ern environments-soils, bones, pollen,
geomorphology-in order to discover logical approach also is related to a school of archeologists lays itself open
unsuspected cultural variables, to re- grcywingdissatisfaction with narration to the serious charge of reductionism.
That the dominantregularitiesof culduce ambiguities,in interpretation,and or description for its own sake. This
to!deal with the interlocking effects of has brought in its wake a correspond- tural behavior should be imposed by
the widest possible range of adaptive ingly heightened interest in seeking sustainingor unstabilizingecological inrelationships. This in turn requires causal explanations of a deterministic teractions is surely only a hypothesis.
other-reorientations, prlncipally in the character, and such explanationsusual- The extent of validity of that hypothetraining of students and in the in- ly have stressed ecological factors. At sis is a matter for empirical determicreased funding of projects. In some the extreme, it has been suggested that nation rather than prejudgment, and
of the most important and productive environmental differences are virtually hardly can ibe determined convincingly
undertakings of recent years, such as the only explanation of cultural differ- so long as attention is confirledto systhose concerned with the locally dif- ences, taside from periodic quantum tems that fit ibiological patterns alone.
ferentiated processes by whach plants jumps in the lavailabilityof nonhuman There is, tp be sure, a heuristic defense
and animals were independently do- energy resulting from the growt-h of for pursuingthis strategy,at least where
mesticated in the Old and New worlds technology. More persuasive, although documentary evidence is not available
soon after the end of the Pleistocene, less sweeping, is the position taken on (3).
the greater part of the effort and ex this question by a coherent, highly in- Obviously,individualsdo make decisions
pense has been directed at the fianalysis novative group of 4'new" or hCprocess ,butevidenceof these individualdecisions
of ecological variables rather than at oriented"'archeologists, one of whose cannotbe recoveredby archeologists.Acit is more useful for the archeall of the traditional classes of archeo- number recently formulated it as fol- cordingly
{>Iogistto study and understandthe syslows
(3).
logical findings taken together.
tem, whose behavior is detectable over
The immense broadening of effort
and over again. Obviously,this approach
for some purposes,but
that an ecological lapproach requires . . . [T]he process school would like to is too deterministic
has altered the social Imilieu of the move crucial decisions. . . farther from for iothersit is of great theoreticalvalue.
the individuaal
by arguing that systems,
research itself. The organizational once set in motion, are self-regulating
Included in the program of this simall
to
model increasingly being followed is the point where they do not even neces- but growing group of process-oriented
not dissimilar in some ways to that of sarilyallow rejectionor a>eptanceof new archeologists are a number of other
the physical sciences. Groups of collab- traits by a culture Once a system has features which serve to difEerentiate
in a certaindirection,it automatiorators form, whether on one faculty moved
cally sets up the limitedrangeof possible their approach from the traditional
or Sseveral, and institutionalize their moves it can make at the next critical one. To begin with, they place heavy
relat,ionsin a varlety of ways. Unlike tuining point. This view is not original emphasis on formal proceduresfor critthe very large research groups cur- with the process-schoolarcheologists it ically testing deductively drawn hypothrently active in physics however, such is borrowedfromLudwigvon Bertalanffy's esis against independent sets of data.
framework for the developing embryo,
groups in archeology still remain char- where systems trigger
Hence very little tolerance is shown
behavior at critical
acteristically fluid in internal structure junctures and, once they have done sos for intuitive interpretations or an-aloand egalitarianin outlook; a serious de- cannot return to their orig,inal pattern. gies, on the grounds at judgments
fi:ciencyis that these groups do not have The process school argues that there are about the correctnessof the latter must
long-term support from technicians. systems so basic in nature that ¢hey can depend to a large extent on a subjective
be seen operating in virtually every field
sense of internal consistency and fit
The groups are not tied to 3?articular -prehistory not excepted. Culture is about
-Iaboratoriesor to expensive equipment as powerless to divert these systems as that cannot be replicatede
In addition, their attitude toward
like particle accelerators, but they are the individual is to change his culture.
14 JUNE 1968
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the limits of interpretation attainable
from archeological findings is characteristicallyan txpansive, optimistic one.
The traditionalstartingpoint for archeology has been that differing degrees
of preservation and later disturbance
usually limit the evidence directly recoverable from the ground to only a
fragment of that laid down originally.
Moreover, even ;before they were diw
rninishediby the effects of time, archeological data were only the material
vesticges of nluch more complex behavioral patterns of which no direct
trace survives. But rather than limitIng their concerns to questions of subsistence, technology, and economy that
can be most directly and unamlbiguously answered from the archeological
record, the process-oriented archeologists observe bhat social organization
and even ideology must have influenced
and been influenced by these other
realms of organized behavior at innumerablepoints. On thislbasis, a leading spokesman (4) states flaltly that
'idata relevant to most, if not all, the
components of past socio-cultural systems are preserve;din the archeological
record. Our task, then, is to devise
means for extracting this information
from our data.' Clearly, this group has
moved away from sifting and synthesizing what is known of an extinct way
of life as a whole through its archeological vestiges, and has centered its interests instead on the formulation of
more sharply focused, but also more
adequately testable, hypotheses.
I do not mean to imply that processorienteidarcheol-ogywill or should replace the traditionalreliance on induction. Its protagonistshave called attention to deiTectsin prevailing strategies
of study, and have fashioned an approach within which ecology becomes
not merely a fashionable slogan but an
organizinglconcept. Nevertheless, relatively fewlpropositions have been advanced and fully documetltedby members of the process school as to systemic interrelationshipsinvoNvingmaterial, eeological, and sociological components. The bane of subjective interpretations and categories still aSects
much of the primary data on which
they depend, albeit somewhat disguised
by increasingly sophisticated quantitative manipulations. Although of great
methodologicalinterest,most such propesitions to date remain merely plausible; validation, or even the evaluation
of probability, has proved again to be
a difficult goal to pursue through the

complexities that surround rnan and
his works.
Moreover, it seems hard to deny
that the central creative activity in
archeology, like in all scholarship lies
in induction, in outstripping the narrow base of available facts to SElggESt
new and essentially speculative unities.
Formal analylticalprocedures are surely a useful adjunct to qualities of re
flective judgment in assessing the COtl
sistency, utility, and fit to these hzTpo
thetical unities or explanations,but they
are hardly likely to become a fullseale suubstitute.Both will surely re
main, their complementarityenhancing
archeologyssclaims to work within the
framework of a genuinely scientific
Kmethodelogywhen the current agitation subsides. What the ferment does
indicate, however, is that issues at the
core of any philosophy of science now
have become critical for a discipline
many would unhesitatinglyassign to the
humanities.
Another major trend of thought in
archeology involves the increasing ten
dency to study culturalchange as evolutionary change, recognizing the unique
properties that culture imparts to the
human record but nonetheless employing biological models for eertain
of its most signifi;cantor widely recurrent features. Most emphatically,
this does not imply a return to erude
popular notions of cultural Darwinisme
such as the direct competition of irlherently unequal and antagonistic
groups for survival. I refer instead to
some of the underlying conceptions
of contetmporaryevolutionary biology:
variaible populations, rather than inN
dividuals or types, as the units upon
which alone bhe action of selective
pressures can be understood; the deli
cate, many-vectoredmechanistnsof the
process of natur-alselection itself; adaptive radiations, through which populations rapidly evolve to fill new ecological niches; and, finally, the conceptualization of the results of evolution
as a progressionof irregularbut irreversible transformations.
How are these concepti-onsreSected
in current archeologicalresearch?Part
ly in the increasing attention being
given to ecology that has already been
mentioned. But eqllally important,
greater emphasis is being given to the
critiicalprcycessesof fltransfiormation
that
have led from one general level of or
ganizationalcomplexity in human society to another. Unlike the carlier use
of stages as little more than typological

constructsSthe problem of the basic
st;ructuralfeatures of these successive
quantum levels, and of the detailed sequence of steps by which they emerged
in parallel instances, now are becoming uppermost. Transitional processes
rather than static conditions are the
focus of an unprecedented, if still
loosely coordina!teci,attack tby a con
siderable numoberof individuals at different institutions here and abroad,
providing clusterings of greatly heightened activity within whfat previously
had been a diFuse scatteringof projects
and problems. Among such developmental processes are, for example, the
independent origins of agriculture, urban centers, and primary technological
complexes like metallurgy or, more
generally, pyrotechnics. And in the
same way that key processes of change
hlave been identified, key regions of
change are receiving correspondingly
increased attention. Central Mexico ap
parently was such a region within the
much sbroaderarea Iwhere aboriginal
civilization once flourished in Middle
America, and the intensified surveys
and excavations there in recent years
are a good illustration of the point.
Having Salludedto variable populations as the crucial unit of evolutionary
analysis, I must return to this theme
to describe an important additional
trend in thought. Variability is always
present in the inventory of -artifacts
that the archeologistrecovers, but from
former accepitanceof curves of normal
distribution in space and time as a
priori assumptions, archeelogists have
moved to empiricalstudies of geographfic variability and tempos of change.
Processes of innovation, stylistic drift,
and diFusion all are brought under
scrutiny wherever circumstances per
mit adequatecontrol over differencesin
time. Similarly,patternsof spatial variation that do not approximatethe nortntal ones now are being regarded as
significant clues to the kinship and
other social groups of which the makers
of the artifacts were members. A varioty of new models and methods are
required in the search for corresponden-cesof this type, most of them origi
nally developed by locational geographers;among them are linear regression and multivariant-factoranalyses in
order to detect nonrandom clusterinigs
of variables dependen¢ upon one another. Prom a holistic conception of
extinct cultures as bodies of shared
nortns, ch.angingonly in responseto the
slow mLovementof stylistic v.ariables
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tions from the mean determination at
times has been taken to imply absolute
limits within which the age of the
specimen must fall, and at other times
has been ignored altogetherby archeologists. But even in the absence of these
two linked forms of confusion the
existence of a still fairly large plus or
minus range for each dated specimen
limits any fine-grained analysis of
change. There has been considerable
progress ln recognlzlng slourcescyrcontamination, but this also implies that
tshe relialbilityof determinations is to
some degree dependent on when, how,
and by w,hom they were made. Most
important,the recognition of a number
of factors which have exercised an irregularly distorting influence on the
production of the carbon-14 isotope in
the upper atmospherefor a time threatened to increase our interpretiveuncer{ainties almost beyond tolerable limits.
Recent empirical determinationstbased
on Ibristleconepine tree-ring sequences
of known age are helpinfgto correct
these very considerablesources of error
from the late sixth millennium B.C.
oinward (6), but determinations of
greater age still remain disturbinglyuncertain. None of this is intended to
minimize the major contribution that
radiocarbon dating has made. In the
aggregate, it hassupplied a system of
a;bsolutechronology thsatwas essentially lacking previously. But numerous
examples could be cited indicating that
it remains unwise to rely very heavily
on individual dates or even groups of
dates. And unless ways can be found to
obtain a further in-creasein optimum
accuracy by an order of magnitude,
studies of the dynamics of chlange
based on the archeological record will
continue to Ibe noteworthy more for
their promise than for their performance.
In some ways, the availability !of a
whole series of supplements and alternatives to radiocarbon provides the
greatest hopes for archeology. Even
within the age range for which radiocarbon is now the preeminent methlod,
determinationsbased on the thermoluminescence of pottery oSer certain potential advantages. Principal among
these is that pottery is itself a human
artifact, while occasionally there has
silble.
Errors and misinterpretationson the been a consideralbleinterval tbetween
Xpart
of archeologistshave not been un- the lifespan of some organic mlaterial
common, but the principaldeterrentsto dated by radiocarbonand its employthe reali2ation of this potential are in- ment as an artifact.Thus far, howherent in the radiocarbon process it- ever, the marginof errorin the therself. Ibe expression of standard devia- moluminescentmethod is still much

except where subjected involuntarilyto
external influences, we have come to
expect sharp accelerations and retardations of change and wide differences
in the range of variability. By relating
such diSerences to their cultural and
natural setting, a new and powerfut
tool has been fashioned not merely
£or documenting the fact of change
more accurately and interestingly than
heretofore, but also for supplying convincing explanations of it.
And what of advances stemming
from the physical scienlces? It may
have struck some ais odd that I have
yet to mention the dating and detection devices whose impact on archeology is perhaps the most widely publicized aspect of my sulbject.The delay
to the end is deliberate, for while their
contribution is certainly very great it
does n-ot alter the whole structure of
thought to the same degree as the other
new features with which I have dealt.
Radio!carbondating is the best and
most important example. In one sense,
as a recent overview states, it has "revolutionized archeological ideas concerning the chronology of human events
during the last 40,000 years (5). The
worldwide synchronism of late glacial
and postglacialclimatic plhases,the timing of agriculturalorigins and dispersals, the succession of cultural periods in many areas where long stratigraphic sequences do not exist to
provide them securely, and the correlation of the Maya and Christian calendars are among the many important issues to which radiocarbon determinations have contributed decisively. One
can argue also that the use of radiocarbon led indirectly to a considerable
improvementin prevailing standardsof
fieldlwork,requiring greater sophistication in sampling, in the detection of
disturbances and contaminants, and in
the evaluationof context if the resultant
dates were to withstand critical comparison with others. Moreover, the
slowly advancing precision of the system, tboth with regard to individual
determinations and more especially to
the cumulative series of them, has
opened up the prospect of more carefully controlled Istudies of change in
the future than any heretofore pos-

*

*

*

r

larger than with the radiocarbon
method (7). Of greater current importance are measurements of the thickness of a hydration layer that forms
continuously on chipped artifacts of
obsidian. Since t;he rate of hydration
varies with ,temperature, the method
at first sight is not very promising for
abs;olutechronology. However, it can
very sharply distinguishcomponents of
different relative age within a particular site or area where the temperature
is essentially a constant, and its low
cost permits multiple determinations
(8). Finally, for sites too old to be
subjected to radiocarbon analysis, thorium-uranium, protactinium-uranium,
and potassium-argon dating also are
in use. The remote geiochronologiclal
horizons to which they are applicable
make them of particular importance
for advances in the understanding of
the biological evolution of the human
species.

Space permits only the briefest mention of the promising beginnings
made with a variety of detecting and
locating systems. Magnetometers of
rapidly increasing sensitivity have been
shown to be effective in mapping
ruined settlements beneath as much as
5 meters of overburden. Grids of soil
resistivity metasurementshave been employed for the same pu-rposeat shallower depths. Aerial photographyis becoming an increasingly commonplace adjunct of both surveys and excavations,
and there is considerable experimentation with the use of high resolution,
multi-band and photogrammetrictechniques. Underwater archeology, only
the romantic provin-ceof the untrained
skin diver a fews years ago, is now an
elaboratelyequipped, highly specialized
field of its own. Without any doubt
at all, the use of these and similar
approachestwillIbecomea reigular,even
dominiant,feature of archeology in the
decades immedilatelyahead. But again,
their ipresent importance is more in
the realm of promise than of published
performance. And the changes in the
basic tenets of archeological thought
that I have emphasized are largely
fanteriorto and independent of them.
Some of my colleagues will abject
that the emphasis I have given to these
new trends of thought also is more of
a hope or a promise than a balanced
estimate of accomplishments to date.
Probably they are at least partly correct. My personal bias has always been
to look less at what the world isor was at a given time-than at what
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it is-or was then in the process ofPoecoming.I would insist that the new
paradigns I have tried to describe is
talcing hold, particularly ameng the
younger members of the profession.
On balance,- however, there is little
doubt that most of the work in the field
is still descriptively,rather than causally oriented.
In relativelyfew studies is the central
problem of explaining change directly
consi!deredin- terms of either the relevant data sought or the conceptual
apparatus used. In spite of the wideB
spread(acceptancein theory of regionalR
ecol-ogical models that should depend
OtlLrigorous statistical sampling, the
predominantfecusiof research for most
investigators remains the arbitrarily
chosen slice of a particular ancient
site that is excavated. Specilalists in
the natural environment are still too
oftelr employed as technicians "expected to priovide ready answers to
poorly formulatedquestions"(9), rather
than engaged in a genuinely collaborative study. Problems and objectives too
often are formulated only as arm-

ch;air generalizations, rather than as
sharply focused hypotheses to which
definitive answers must sbe sought in
regionalor local sequences. Meanwhile,
separated by a wide gulf from the
former, the conduct of much research
at the local level remains practically
innocent of relevance to any theoretical problemwhatever.
Holistic presuppositionsabout socie
ties in general also have not been sufficiently clarified and tested. As a results
there may well be an excessive emphasis in archeological interpret!ation
on sta!bilityrather than instability as
the salient human condition. To phrase
this differently, an oddly antiquated,
almost Victorian emphasis continues on
institutions and behavior that performed integrativefunctions-art styles, rituals, elites-at the expense of conflict, marginality and dissonance as
sources of creativity and change. Possibly for the same reason, most reconstructions of archeological sequences
still consist of a succession of qualitatively distinct, smoothly !functioning
phases or stages rather than of the con-

tinuous interplay of forces marked at
intervals by new transformational
forms. Finally, most of us remain excessively timid, reluctant to tackle the
grandproblems of comparison,generalization, and synthesis, even though the
certainty of being found in frequent
error if we did so ought to be heavily
outweighed by bhe opportunityto deepen, sharpen, and ultimately justify our
inquiries.But, before I allow these criticisms of the present state of archeology to seem overwhelming, perhaps
I should ask whether at least some of
them do not have analogs in the natural sciences as well.
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Uppsala, who in 1865 discovered the
electrical response of the retina to light,
the electroretinogram of today, had
realized that many problems of vision
could be analyzedby what he called his
sGmethodof objectivating the impresS
sions on the retina," but amplification
with the aid of the vacuum tube gave
this generalidea quite a differentdimension; it was Lord Adrian said as if
we had got a new, very powerful microRagnar Granit
scope to work with.
The basic idea of my own approach
was formed during my study of Ramen
y Cajal's (S) classical descriptionof the
gram-second system of units But ;n retina as a "true nervous centre," as
1926 Adrian and Zotterman (]) using clarified by his silver-stainpreparations
the afferent nerve of a stretch receptor and likewise suggested by its embryoin a frog muscle, had shown that it was logical development from the brain. It
possible by amplificationto record the seemed to me likely that psychophysical
impulses in single nerve fibers, and in data might, with some profitto the field,
1927 and 1928 Adrian and Rachel be translatableinto neurologicalequivad
Matthews (2, 3) published tlheir im
portant experimentswith the mass dis- Copyright e 1968 by the Nobel Foundation.
Granit won the 1967 Nobel Prize
charge in the long optic nerve of the forProfessor
medicine or physiology, along with H. K.
Conger eel. Evidently the electrophysio- Hartline and George Wald. This is the text of
lecture before the Royal Caroline Institute on
logical approach was the one now lhis
12 December 1967. He is professor emeritus in
destined to pave the way for deeper the neurophysiological department of the Medical Nobel Institute, the Royal Caroline Institute,
understandingof how this, our noblest Stocklholm
60, Sweden. The article is published
sense organ, had organized its interpre- here with the permission of the Nobel Foundation and will also be included in the completo
tation of the world of light, form, and volume of Les Prix Nobel en 1967, as well as
in the series Nobel Lectures (n English) pub
color.
lished by the Elsevier Publishing Companys
Frithiof Holmgren ( 1831-97 ) (4) M Amsterdaxn and New York.

The Developmentof
Retinal Neurophysiology

For some 20 years my main experimentation has not been within the field
of retinal electrophysiology;my inter
ests have shifted to problems of motor
control-chiefly muscular sense organs
and quantitative properties of firing
motoneurons. For this reason my lec
ture will be as retrospective as the
Award and deal with the rebirth of
retinal studies that was inspired by the
increasing accessibility of electronic
equipmen,tfrom the mid-1920's onward.
Before this era, vision was chiefly stud;ed by psychophysical methods; these
had led to well-establishedcorrelations
between perceptions of such things as
color and luminosity and physically de
finLedentities within the centimeterZ
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